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Structured Abstract:  26 
 27 
Sand production is a challenging issue during hydrocarbon production in the oil and gas industry. This 28 
paper investigates one sand production process, i.e. transient sand production, using a coupled 29 
bonded particle lattice Boltzmann method. The mesoscopic fluid-particle coupling is directly 30 
approached by the immersed moving boundary method without introducing any empirical fluid-solid 31 
coupling equation. The onset of grain erosion of rocks, which are modelled by a bonded particle 32 
model, is realised by breaking the bonds simulating cementation when the tension or tangential force 33 
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exceeds critical values. Prior to the simulation of transient sad production, this coupled technique is 34 
calibrated against a benchmark, i.e. flow past a cylinder. It is found that the microscopic particle 35 
erosion process can be directly captured by the proposed technique. Moreover, the simulated sand 36 
production area is consistent with experimental results.  37 
 38 
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 54 
1 Introduction 55 
Sand production is the process of sand particles being eroded from rock formation and washed into 56 
the borehole by the reservoir fluids flow. When the rock around the wellbore undergoes plastic 57 
deformation due to stress concentrations around the cavity, the formation bond will be weakened so 58 
that the hydrodynamic force applied can dislodge sand particles from the rock formation. Then the 59 
eroded sand particles are thrust into the borehole.  60 
Sand production is detrimental to oil and gas exploitation, it can also cause disastrous facility failures. 61 
The problems caused by sand production include: failure of the sand control completions, plugging of 62 
the perforations, borehole instability and increase in the cost of cleanup and remedial operations. It is 63 
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found that 70% of the hydrocarbons in the world are located in reservoirs with poorly consolidated 64 
formations, which are susceptible to sand production due to weak bond and microstructure of 65 
formations. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms of sand production process, predicting the rate 66 
of sand production are of paramount importance in the oil and gas recovery. 67 
To date, different methods, including the laboratory and field tests, empirical or analytical models, and 68 
numerical methods, have been developed to investigate the mechanism of sand production and 69 
predict the erosion process of sand. Cook et al. (1994) experimentally investigated sand production of 70 
a weakly consolidated rock using a basic cell configuration. Both axial and radial fluid flow are 71 
considered. To better represent the in-situ stress condition of reservoirs, Bianco and Halleck (2001) 72 
carried out sand production tests with a modified apparatus, through which the confining pressure can 73 
be applied to the sand sample. The set-up was a cylindrical pressure cell of 127 mm internal diameter 74 
and capable of handling pressures up to13.8 MPa. The effect of grain size on sand production was 75 
investigated by Fattahpour et al. (2012) through a series of laboratory experiments. It was found that 76 
for the samples with finer grain size the required confining stress for different sanding levels increased 77 
with a decrease in grain size; While, for samples with coarser grains the requested confining stress 78 
increases quickly when the grain size increases. Laboratory tests are commonly costly, complicated 79 
to operate, and time-consuming (Clearly et al., 1979). In addition, because the laboratory setup is 80 
small scaled, the accuracy is usually influenced by boundary treatment.  81 
Analytical models, based on shear and tensile failure criteria (Veeken et al., 1991), critical plastic 82 
deformation criteria (Morita & Fuh, 1998) and erosion-based criteria (Papamichos & Malmanger, 83 
1999), are extensively used for the investigation of sand production due to their high efficiency. 84 
However, most of those methods are only good to predict the onset of sand production, and cannot 85 
describe the movement of sand particles along with the fluid (Van den Hoek et al., 2000a). Combining 86 
with analytical models, the numerical methods has become most popular and powerful approaches 87 
for sand production prediction. Currently, most of numerical models used are based on the continuum 88 
approach (Morita et al., 1989, Vardoulakis at al., 1996, Wan & Wang, 2000, Wan & Wang, 2004), in 89 
which the solid and fluid are treated as continuous in deriving the governing differential equations. 90 
Later, the convection dominated mixture theory (Vardoulakis at al., 1996), including mass balance 91 
equations for solid and fluid, constitutive laws for sand erosion and Darcy flow of porous fluid, was 92 
extended for diffusion dominated flow, and Brinkman’s extension of Darcy’s law is adopted to account 93 
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for a smooth transition between channel flow and Darcy flow (Vardoulakis at al., 2001). The 94 
assumption of continuity implies that the breakage of bond connecting particles and crushing of sand 95 
particles, which are important components in sand production, are not considered. Hence, these 96 
models are hard to simulate the disaggregation and the movement of detached sand particles.  97 
To resolve the above-mentioned problems, coupled mesoscopic techniques combining the discrete 98 
element method (DEM) and fluid solvers (computational fluid dynamics and the lattice Boltzmann 99 
method) were recently employed or developed for the modelling of sand production. Li et al. (2006) 100 
used a combined discrete element method-computational fluid dynamics (DEMCFD) to investigate the 101 
mechanism of sand production from the grain level. Sandstones were simulated as bonded granular 102 
media and particle erosion was obtained by bond breakage. Three different wellbore failure patterns 103 
were observed. Recently, a discrete element lattice Boltzmann method was applied for the modelling 104 
of sand production by Boutt et al. (2011), and successfully captured initial sand production associated 105 
with early-time drawdown. The numerical results were qualitatively consistent with laboratory and field 106 
observations. Later, Climent et al. (2014) carried out a 3D numerical model to simulate sand 107 
production around perforations based on the commercial software PFC where the DEMCFD was 108 
built.  109 
The commonly encountered transient sand production is a burst of sand caused due to the reduction 110 
in the well pressure right after a perforation job in the oil industry. In this paper, a coupled bonded 111 
particle lattice Boltzmann method (BPLBM) will be employed for the investigation of transient sand 112 
production at the grain level. This approach, resolving the fluid-solid interaction by processing 113 
mesoscopic collisions of fluid particles and solid boundaries, provides an insight to the particle erosion 114 
process in sand production. The micro-mechanism of sand production will be introduced first in the 115 
next section, followed by a brief introduction of BPLBM and its validation in Section 3. Numerical 116 
evaluation of sand production is carried out and discussed in Section 4. 117 
 118 
2 Micro-mechanism of sand production (Fjar et al., 2008) 119 
Consider a sand grain of diameter gd   squeezed in between its neighbouring grains, see Fig. 1. The 120 
force needed to remove the grain is noted as rF . It can be estimated as the sum of the shear forces, 121 
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needed to induce shear failure in the four contact planes at the side of the grain, plus the force 122 
needed to induce tensile failure in the contact plane behind the grain. The hydrodynamic force (Fjar et 123 
al., 2008) can be given as 124 
 125 
 126 
Fig 1. Sand grain at wellbore cavity 127 
 128 
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where 
0T  and 0S  are the tensile strength and the cohesion, respectively; μ is the coefficient of 130 
internal friction; and 
'
zσ  and 
'
θσ  are the effective axial and tangential stresses, respectively, at the 131 
cavity wall. 132 
 133 
The hydrodynamic forces applied to the grain are caused by the flowing of pore fluid. An estimate of 134 
the forces can be obtained as follows: The force F  acting on a volume element of the rock due to a 135 
fluid flowing through it is      136 
f-AΔPF                                                                  (2) 137 
where A  is the cross-sectional area through which the fluid is flowing, and fΔP  is the pore pressure 138 
drop over the length of the volume element Δx .  139 
 140 
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Then the average hydrodynamic force 
hF  acting on one grain within the volume element is       141 
NAΔPNFF fh                                                           (3) 142 
 where N  is the total number of grains in the volume element. 143 
 144 
3 Numerical methods 145 
In BPLBM, the solid material is treated as an assembly of bonded particles and the macroscopic 146 
behaviour of the solid is the comprehensive reflection of the inter-particle interactions. The bond 147 
model is utilised to handle the cohesive forces between bonded particles, and the treatment of the 148 
contact between granular particles are the same as that in DEM. Moreover, the fluid flow is solved 149 
using the lattice Boltzmann method and the fluid-solid interactions are achieved through the immersed 150 
moving boundary (IMB) scheme (Noble and Torczynski, 1998). For the sake of consistency, a brief 151 
description of the bonded particle model (BPM), together with LBM and IMB, will be given in this 152 
section. A detailed introduction of these methods can be found in the references (Wang et al., 2016, 153 
Wang et al., 2017a,b).  154 
 155 
3.1 Bonded particle method 156 
Two issues need to be carefully resolved in BPM. One is the movement of solid particles, and the 157 
other is the treatment of particle contact.  158 
The motion of a particle is governed by Newton’s second law 159 
mgFFcvma fc                                                             (4)  160 
fc TTθI 
                                                                      (5)  161 
where m  and I  are respectively the mass and the moment of inertia of the particle; c is a damping 162 
coefficient; a  and   are the acceleration and angular acceleration respectively; cF  and cT  are, 163 
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respectively, contact forces and the corresponding torques, 
fF  and fT  are the hydrodynamic forces 164 
and the corresponding torques. 165 
In BPM, there are two interactions between solid particles: the particle-particle contact existing 166 
between granular particles and the cohesion between bonded particles. As the treatment of particle-167 
particle interactions is the same as that in DEM (Wang et al., 2016), only the treatment of cohesion, 168 
which is simulated by bond models, will be given in this section.  169 
 170 
3.1.1 Bond model    171 
It has been well understood that the bonds existing between adjacent particles can resist both traction 172 
and shear forces. It will break due to excessive traction and/or shear forces (Delenne et al., 2004, 173 
Jiang et al., 2012). The bonded model adopted in this work is proposed by Wang et al. (2017b) based 174 
on the experimental data (Delenne et al., 2004, Jiang et al., 2012). It includes a normal bond 175 
considering the softening effect and a history dependent Coulomb friction model. Its normal force b
nF  176 
and tangential force b
tF  are given by 177 
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where b
nK  and 
b
tK  are the normal stiffness and tangential stiffness for the cement; bnF  is the critical 180 
tensile force and
btF  is critical shear strength; sfK  , 1δ  and 2δ are, respectively, the stiffness for the 181 
softening period, the overlap corresponding to the critical bond force and the overlap corresponding to 182 
the bond breakage;  and μ  is the coefficient of friction. 183 
 184 
3.2 Lattice Boltzmann method  185 
The lattice Boltzmann method is a kind of modern computational fluid dynamics. Compared to the 186 
conventional CFD and the lattice gas automata based on movement of microscopic cells, LBM is can 187 
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be treated as a mesoscopic computational method. It is upscaled from the lattice gas automata 188 
through statistical law of fluid particles. The fluid domain is divided into regular lattices. The fluid 189 
phase is treated as a group of (imaginary) fluid particle packages which carry mass and momentum. 190 
Each particle package includes several particles which are allowed to move to the adjacent lattice 191 
nodes or stay at rest. The flow of fluid can be achieved through resolving particle collision and 192 
streaming processes governed by the lattice Boltzmann equation. Unlike the conventional CFD where 193 
pressure, velocity and density are primary variables, the primary variables of LBM are the so-called 194 
fluid density distribution functions for each fluid particle package at the lattice nodes.  195 
The lattice Boltzmann equation is described by  196 
iiii Ωt)(x,fΔt)tΔt,e(xf                                                     (8) 197 
where if  are the fluid density distribution functions; x and ie are the coordinate and velocity vectors at 198 
the current lattice node; t and iΩ  are, respectively, the current time and the collision operator.  199 
In the single relaxation Lattice BGK Model (Qian et al., 1992), iΩ is characterised by a relaxation time 200 
τ  and the equilibrium distribution functions ),( txf eqi .  201 
 t)(x,ft)(x,f
τ
Δt
Ω
eq
iii                                                       (9) 202 
In this work, the D2Q9 model (Succi, 2001) in Lattice BGK is adopted. The macroscopic fluid density 203 
  and velocity v  can be calculated from the distribution functions 204 



8
1i
ii
8
0i
i efρv,fρ                                                         (10) 205 
The fluid pressure is given by  206 
ρCP 2S                                                                      (11) 207 
where 
SC is termed the fluid speed of sound, defined as Δt)3(hCS  . h  is lattice spacing and Δt  208 
is time step.  209 
For more details of the fundamental of LBM, the reference (Tran et al., 2017) is recommended. 210 
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 211 
3.3 Fluid-particle coupling 212 
The immersed moving boundary scheme was proposed by Noble and Torczynski (1998) to overcome 213 
fluctuations of hydrodynamic forces calculated through smoothly representing the boundaries of solid 214 
particles when they are moving. In this method, the particle is represented by solid nodes, the solid 215 
boundary nodes and interior solid nodes. The fluid nodes near the solid boundary nodes are defined 216 
as the fluid boundary nodes. A schematic diagram of IMB is shown in Fig. 2. Four sets of nodes: solid 217 
boundary nodes, interior solid nodes, fluid boundary nodes and normal fluid nodes, are marked in red, 218 
yellow, green and blue, respectively. In order to retain the advantages of LBM, namely the locality of 219 
the collision operator and the simple linear streaming operator, an additional collision term, 
S
iΩ , for 220 
nodes covered partially or fully by the solid is introduced to the standard collision operator of LBM.  221 
 222 
Fig. 2 IMB scheme and definition of local solid ratio ε (after Wang et al., 2017a) 223 
 224 
The modified collision operator for resolving the fluid-solid interaction is given by 225 
S
i
eq
iii BΩt)](x,ft)(x,B)[f(1
τ
Δt
Ω                                              (12) 226 
where B is a weighting function that depends on the local solid ratio ε , defined as the fraction of the 227 
node area (see Fig. 2):  228 
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0.5)(τε)(1
0.5)ε(τ
B


  229 
 230 
The added collision term (
S
iΩ ) is based on the bounce-rule for nonequilibrium part and is given by 231 
u)(ρ,f)U(ρ,ft)(x,ft)(x,fΩ
eq
iS
eq
iii
S
i                                   (13) 232 
where 
SU  is the velocity of the solid node (see Fig. 2) and u  is the fluid velocity of each node.  233 
The resultant hydrodynamic force 
fF  and torque fT  exerted on the solid particle can be calculated 234 
from momentum theorem. 235 
 236 
3.4 Validation of fluid-solid interaction 237 
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 238 
Fig. 3 Flow passing a cylinder: Velocity contours at different time instants 239 
 240 
A benchmark test, flow passing a cylinder, is carried out to validate the IMB scheme. This example 241 
concerns steady and unsteady flows around a circular cylinder placed in a long rectangular channel. 242 
The channel (see Fig. 3) is 1 cm in height (the Y direction) and 8 cm in length (the X direction). A 243 
cylinder of 0.2 cm in diameter is placed at the position (2.0, 0.5) cm. Both top and bottom boundaries 244 
are stationary walls where the no-slip boundary condition is applied. The pressure boundary condition 245 
is applied on the left boundary and the right boundary with a pressure difference of 7.5 kPa. The 246 
lattice spacing of 0.01 cm is chosen so that the fluid domain is divided into 800×100 lattices. The 247 
relaxation parameter τ  is 0.5001. 248 
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The velocity contours at different time instants are shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that when the fluid 249 
approaches the front side of the cylinder, the fluid pressure increases and the fluid is forced to move 250 
around the cylinder surface. When the Reynolds number exceeds a threshold, the fluid cannot follow 251 
the cylinder surface to the rear side but separates from both sides, and a pair of symmetric 252 
vortices are formed in the near wake (t = 0.6667 s). As the Reynolds number (Re>45) further 253 
increases, the wake becomes unstable. One vortex will draw the opposite vortex across the wake, 254 
and then vortex shedding is initiated at t = 2.2667 s where the Reynolds number further increases to 255 
about 100.   256 
The quantitative comparison of the drag coefficient 
dC  calculated using LBM against the experimental, 257 
theoretical and CFD numerical results (Sato & Kobayashi, 2012) is presented in Fig. 4. It is found that 258 
the drag coefficients for Reynolds numbers (Re) between 10 and 110 match the experimental and 259 
CFD data very well; while there are certain differences when Re is lower than 10. Interestingly, for the 260 
Stokes flow (Re<1) the proposed LBM procedure is much closer to the theoretical result described by 261 
Eq. 14.  262 
                              
Re
24
Cd                                                                      (14) 263 
 264 
Fig. 4 Comparison of drag coefficient vs Reynolds number 265 
 266 
4 Numerical simulation and discussions 267 
A 2D wellbore model, with dimensions m 1m 1  , is considered in this work, as shown in Fig. 5. To 268 
reduce the computational cost, half of the axisymmetric model including 3591 particles will be 269 
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simulated. The radii of grains range from 6 to 10 mm. The friction coefficient of 0.1, and the normal 270 
and tangential stiffness of 5.0×10
7 
N/m are set to all particles. The sandstone sample with an initial 271 
cavity radius of 0.22 m is first generated with a desired initial stress 30 Mpa. When the mechanical 272 
balance is obtained, the radius of the mechanical constraint at the cavity is gradually reduced. Finally, 273 
the cavity constraint is removed to re-obtain a balanced state.  274 
 275 
Fig. 5 Wellbore model 276 
 277 
It has been reported that to achieve an accurate solution the diameter of the smallest particle should 278 
cover at least 10 fluid grids (Wang at al., 2017a). The fluid domain is divided into 2000×2000 lattices 279 
with grid spacing 0.5 mmh  . The ratio of the smallest diameter to the grid spacing adopted in this 280 
paper is 24 which can ensure the accuracy of simulation. The time step used in this simulation is 281 
8.333×10
-7
 s. Other parameters of the fluid and bond models are listed in Table 1. In the fluid model, 282 
two pressure boundaries marked in green are applied to both the left boundary and the middle 283 
segment of the right boundary. The right pressure is lower than the left one. The pressure difference 284 
between the left and right boundaries is stepwise increased to 100 kPa and given in Fig.6. For ease of 285 
implementation, other fluid boundary conditions are applied no-slip bounce back. 286 
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 287 
 288 
Fig. 6 Pressure difference applied 289 
Table 1 Parameters for the fluid and solid  290 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Particle density (kg/m
3
) 3000 Fluid density (kg/m
3
) 1000 
Critical bond force (N) 5 Bond contact stiffness (N/m) 2.0×10
7
 
Contact damping ratio (ξ) 0.5 kinematic viscosity (υ) 1.0×10-6 
 291 
In the 2-D simulation by combining DEM and other fluid methods, such as CFD and LBM, there is a 292 
major issue in the pore water flow path. Because the flow paths are always blocked up by contacted 293 
particles, it is difficult to obtain realistic flow channels. In order to solve this problem, Boutt et al. (2007) 294 
proposed a method in which the radius of a particle will be artificially reduced to a certain degree 295 
(called the effective radius) when the fluid flow is implemented. This effective hydraulic radius can be 296 
accomplished by introducing a ratio of the effective radius to the particle radius. In this work, the ratio 297 
of 0.85 is adopted. 298 
Transient sand production is commonly observed after a perforation job. This post perforation process 299 
is simulated by the removal of the cavity constraint mentioned above. Then, the drawdown of fluid 300 
pressure is applied to the wellbore cavity. The fluid velocity contours, the deformation of sandstone 301 
and grain distribution when balance status is reached under each leading are shown in Fig. 7. As 302 
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there is no particle erosion but only finite solid deformation under the first-level loading, only the 303 
snapshots from the second-level fluid loading (40 kPa) are given here.  304 
During the whole simulation, the Mach number Ma  is calculated by 305 
C
U
Ma                                                          (15) 306 
where U  is the fluid velocity in lattice unit, and sCC 3 is the lattice speed. The Mach number is 307 
much smaller than 1. Hence an incompressible fluid flow can be guaranteed.  308 
The computed Reynolds number for the pore fluid flow is 104. It is within the range validated in 309 
aforementioned flow passing a cylinder.  310 
 311 
Fig. 7 Sand production process  312 
In this simulation, the bond failure process is governed by the tensile strength. When the tensile 313 
strength exceeds 5 N, the bond existing between particles marked in red will be removed. From Fig. 7 314 
it can be found that some grains are first eroded along the middle line of wellbore cavity under the 315 
pressure difference 40 kPa. With the increase of pressure difference, fluid velocity increases and the 316 
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tensile failure area gradually propagates inward. Then, more and more particles in the formation are 317 
eroded.  318 
 319 
Fig. 8 Bond distribution and force chain at different instants  320 
To better understand the erosion process, a local part around the wellbore cavity enclosed by green 321 
box in Fig. 5 is zoomed in and the snapshot of this region at different instants are given in Figure. 8 322 
where lines connecting particle centres represent the bond. The red and black colours represent the 323 
compression and tension status of the bond.  The width of the bond indicates the magnitude of force. 324 
The tensile and compressive forces larger than the bond strength 5 N are plotted in bold lines. These 325 
bold lines represent the oncoming bond failure. It can be seen from Fig. 8 the bond breakage 326 
propagates inward with time, and the solid particles at the tensile failure area become eroded due to 327 
large drag forces which exceed the sum of shear and cohesion forces applied by surrounding 328 
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particles. Subsequently, some eroded particles are washed out. The erosion process of particles 329 
continues with time and increasing loadings.  330 
To validate the simulation of sand production, the experimental results of sanding area carried out by 331 
van den Hoek et al. (2000b) is chosen for comparison. Due to the limitation of experimental 332 
techniques, the transient sanding process is hard to be captured. Hence only the final shape of the 333 
sanding area is shown in Fig. 9. It can be found that the geometry of the sanding area in our 334 
simulation is consistent with the experimental observation.  335 
 336 
Fig. 9 Experimental results of sand production 337 
 338 
Figs. 10 and 11 show the evolution of the fluid velocity at position A and B shown in Fig. 5. It is seen 339 
that the fluid velocity increases quickly till reaching balance under each fluid pressure difference. With 340 
the increase of pressure drawdown, the fluid velocity at both positions increases. It is noticed that the 341 
fluid velocity at position B abruptly increases around 2.0 s. This phenomenon is caused by the particle 342 
erosion process. It can be seen from Fig. 8, particles at position B are eroded during this time period. 343 
Then large velocity difference is caused at the interface between rock formation and fluid outside. It 344 
furthers the erosion of particles at the interface. 345 
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Fig. 10 Variation of fluid velocity at position A 347 
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Fig. 11 Variation of fluid velocity at position B 349 
Challenging problems in sand production modelling include the mesoscopic fluid-particle interactions 350 
and the particle breakage of large-sized aggregates. This paper mainly focuses on the treatment of 351 
the mesoscopic fluid-particle interaction at the grain level. Based on the bond model applied between 352 
bonded particles, the transient particle erosion process can be captured. The subsequent movement 353 
of eroded sand grains are successfully simulated. Here, sand particles moved into the wellbore cavity 354 
by fluid are treated as eroded particles. Then, the erosion ratio 
erosionR  of the formation can be 355 
computed by Eq. 16,  356 
formation
erosion
erosion
Mass
Mass
R                                                    (16) 357 
where  erosionMass  is the mass of eroded particles;  formationMass  is the original mass of formation 358 
sand particles. 359 
Fig. 12 displays the evolution of the erosion ratio of formation sand. It can be observed that at the 360 
earlier stage of simulations no eroded particles can be detected when pressure difference is as low as 361 
20 kPa. Erosion of particles starts at the second stage when the pressure difference is increased to 362 
40 kPa. At this stage particle erosion ratio increase quickly first. Then the erosion rate decrease with 363 
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time at each loading stage till the erosion ratio reaches balance. When the fluid pressure difference is 364 
increased to 60 kPa, significant increase of erosion ratio is observed. 365 
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Fig. 12 Evolution of erosion ratio of formation 367 
In the existing research using continuum-based methods, the transient particle transport, which plays 368 
an important role in continuous sand production, is overlooked. Therefore, this proposed BPLBM 369 
bridges the gap between the underlying physics of micro-mechanical interactions of fluid and solid 370 
grains and the continuum descriptions of those systems.  371 
The two-dimensional simulation in this research is carried out using a desktop computer (Intel Core 372 
i5-3450 CPU@3.10GHz), and takes about 111 hours 14 minutes. The computing cost depends on the 373 
number of solid particles and the grid size of LBM. The high ratio of the smallest radius to the grid 374 
spacing could achieve a better simulation accuracy. Meanwhile, it will inevitably cause much more 375 
computing time. Field observation indicates that the transient sand production is mainly caused by 376 
hydraulic loading. In the continuous sand production process, the particle breakage of large-sized 377 
aggregates to fine grains needs to be considered. The proposed BPLBM cannot simulate particle 378 
breakage problems at the present stage. Further work on the bond model will be undertaken to 379 
resolve this issue in the near future. 380 
 381 
5 Conclusions 382 
In this paper, a sand production model has been simulated by a recently proposed bonded particle 383 
lattice Boltzmann method. The accuracy of this coupled method is examined by an extensively 384 
investigated benchmark test. It is proved that the complex fluid-solid interaction occurring at the 385 
pore/grain level can be well captured by the immersed moving boundary scheme in the framework of 386 
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the lattice Boltzmann method. It is found that when the drawdown happens at the wellbore cavity, the 387 
tensile failure area appears at the edge of the cavity. Then, the tensile failure area gradually 388 
propagates inward, and the solid particles at the tensile failure area become eroded due to large drag 389 
forces. Subsequently, some eroded particles are washed out. This numerical investigation is 390 
demonstrated through comparison with the experimental results. In addition, through breaking the 391 
cementation, which is simulated by bond models, between bonded particles, the transient particle 392 
erosion process is successfully captured. The subsequent movement of eroded sand grains can also 393 
be well simulated. However, the computational cost of this completely particle-based coupling method 394 
is inevitably expensive.  395 
 396 
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